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Preliminary Ideas 

 

Hubble’s Law is conventionally expressed with  𝑣 = 𝐻0𝐷, where  𝑣 is the recessional 

speed of a celestial object, usually a galaxy, 𝐷  is the distance between an observer and the 

recessing object, and 𝐻0 is the so called Hubble’s constant.   However, while this equation does 

give a straight line diagram between 𝑣  and  𝐷 , no publication is found to have given convincing 

argument regarding what has led 𝐻0  to be resulted.  In other words, 𝑣 = 𝐻0𝐷  is only a 

convenient summary of phenomenon, but hardly an equation led to by genuine physical analysis.    

However, work relying on genuine physical analysis does lead us to have one set of 

mathematical expression showing a straight line relationship between recessional speed of 

heavenly bodies and their distance with respect to certain point in space.  This mathematical 

expression set is listed below:     

𝑣[(𝑛+1),   𝑖] =
1

1 + 1.5 𝛼
𝑣𝑖 −

√2𝛼

√(4 + 𝛼)(4 + 2𝛼)
𝑣𝑐     (𝐸𝑞.   01) 

 

𝑣[(𝑛+1),   𝑜] =
1

1 + 1.5 𝛼
𝑣𝑖 + √

4 + 𝛼

2 + 𝛼
  ∙ 𝑣𝑐                    (𝐸𝑞.   02) 

 

where 𝛼 =
3𝑛2+3𝑛+1

𝑛3
, and 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑛,0, while n , representing distance, can be any positive integer, 

from 0 (with one exception noted later) to infinity. It is the value of  𝑣𝑐  embedded in these two 

equations that enables them to show how nature works out for the linear relationship between 

speed and distance to be established.  Speed  𝑣𝑐  herein involved is obtained according to  𝐸 =
1

2
𝑚𝑣𝑐

2 , where E is the energy released per unit mass m that takes part in a hydrogen fusion 

reaction.   Obviously, 𝑣𝑐  is the spine in the above two equations.  It is so not only because each 

equation must have it but also because each 𝑣[(𝑛+1),   𝑜] can be determined only after 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑛,0  at 

a distance (𝑛 − 1) prior to n has been determined, where  𝑣 𝑛,𝑜  are obtained according to the 

above two equations but with value of (𝑛 − 1) .   

A computer diagram charted according to the above equations will show a straight line of 

increasing speed 𝑣[(𝑛+1),   𝑜] vs distance n, which is represented by the ordinate in the diagram 

while speed is represented by the abscissa.  Distance n can carry any length unit, such as 

kilometer, light year, parsec, kilo parsec, and the straightness of the resulted line universally 

holds.   In the computer charting, 𝑣𝑐  is normalized as unit 1.  

The computer charting done by this author according to the above equations is presented 

in Fig. 01.  
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(Note this only exception: When doing computer charting according to the above 

equations, the value 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑛,𝑜   for n=1 should use   1.34715.   As to why this value of 1.34715 

needs to be so introduce for n=1, some extra detailed derivation is involved. For detailed 

derivation of the above equations, a reader is cordially invited to visit the PDF copy of the article 

How Nature Has Formulated the Hubble’s Law at www.huntune.net ) 

 

That (Eq. 01) and (Eq. 02) can be so developed and resulted is based on a hypothesis that 

the increasing speed of heavenly objects is a consequence of momentum accumulation of 

innumerous fusion explosions of hydrogen of countless generations.  The reactions are relayed 

and propagate through chain reaction in an isotropic manner starting from one point in every 

direction in the space.  Letter n in the above equations not only represents distance, but it also 

represents generations, with the higher number to mean younger generation.  Of course, then, all 

these would further mean as well as require that, before the first explosion and light ever 

appeared in the universe, hydrogen as an “innocently” idle material would have been stocked all 

over in a boundless space.   So stocked, the hydrogen can be homogeneously found everywhere 

with inevitable local irregularity, and such irregularity would not alter the appearance of (Eq. 1) 

and (Eq. 2).     As to how the first ever explosion was ignited, it is also presented in How Nature 

Has Formulated the Hubble’s Law. The key for such ignition is the persistent gravitation 

between any materials.   

 

Explosions must result in chaos.  More and more explosions can only generate wilder and 

wilder chaos.  If the aforementioned hypothesis is ever factual―at least we do not see how the 

world described by (Eq. 1) and (Eq. 2) can be less truthful than the world described by 𝑣 =
𝐻0𝐷 ― the Milky Way galaxy and subsequently the solar system would have been impossible 

not to be the products put up by such chaos.   It is from such chaos we see the consistent reasons 

that can explain why the following characteristics are presented in our observation about the 

solar system: 
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1. The solar system’s spinning direction about the Sun is opposite to the spinning 

direction of the Milky Way about its galactic center.  

2. All planets, including the Earth’s Moon and the asteroid belt as an entire group, must 

have the same spinning direction as their orbital direction, a counterclockwise 

direction if looked from the north side of the ecliptic.  

3. While the orbital plane of each of the above heavenly body lies closely about the 

ecliptic, their spinning axes can tilt widely different from each other. Two of them 

like Venus and Uranus even have retrograde spinning. 

4. Separated by the asteroid belt, on one side of this belt is a group of planets whose 

material composition and appearance are widely different from that are found on the 

other side.  Why must they be so separated by a loose ring of rocky powder? 

5. Both the Sun and Earth show phenomenon of magnetic polarity reversal.  However, 

the Earth’s reversal never shows with ridged period and the “period” may take from 

many thousands to many hundred thousands of years, while the Sun’s reversal 

appears highly regulated and the period is far shorter, about 23 years for one 

complete recovery.  

6. While the Venus and Earths are compatibly resemble to each other in many ways, the 

terrestrial crust of Venus is dominated by profuse volcanoes while the crust of Earth 

is divided by “rings of fire”. 

7. Surrounded by all the rings of fire are land mass called tectonic plates.  How have the 

embryos of these plates been brought into shape? 

8. The Earth’s Moon must faithfully face Earth with one side, which shows high area of 

maria.  The slowly drifting away of the Moon from Earth must mean it had a history 

of very close to Earth in distance.  As a matter of fact, it inevitably did! 

9. The phenomena mentioned in 8 above is a by-product of a historical event that has 

resulted in the highest mass density for Earth among all the planets.  

10.  All atmospheric blanket of the gaseous planets show bands of different shades in 

color, while these bands are usually dominated with features of violent cyclones.    

11.  The Jupiter is found with a feature of Great Red Spot, which seems gliding back and 

forth at the same latitude in our view. 

12.  Apparently a spinning fluidic body, the Sun presents to us as one perfect spherical 

volume with differential rotation.   

Above all, the Milky Way is found to be a salad bowl containing heavenly bodies as old 

as 13.5 billion years in age and something like our solar system that is believed to be about 4.6 

billion of years young, not to mention that something far younger is also found.    

 

Key words: inner planets, outer planets, Sun, magnetic polarity, spin (used in most cases to 

mean a body’s moving at angular velocity with respect to a point that is part of the body itself), 

rotation (used in most cases to mean a body’s moving at angular velocity with respect to a point  
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Chapter 1 

How They Found Each Other 

 

1. The Chaos 

 

 

As those burning fragments of various sizes sent out by numerous random explosions 

flying, materials of different ages (since their burning began) traveling at different speeds from 

different birthplaces along different direction could have all random chances tossing themselves 

at each other at any location.  To those burning fragments that had missed any opportunity to 

meet others, they must continue their random flying in the space and finally become a cool body.  

But no one can guarantee their permanent lonesome.  In some of the uncertain days, they may be 

captured by some large material organization. We need only one word to describe the state inside 

the realm consisting of all these burning and flying materials: chaos.  Therefore, we can further 

imagine that a material organization resulted through the chaotic combination must have 

members possessing properties widely different from each other in physical and chemical nature.   

As a sizable material organization, the Milky Way, must have also been baptized by such 

chaos, although many billion years ago.  The baptizing lasted a prolonged period of time that 

easily having spanned for billion years.  At the location where the Milky Way was later to be 

given birth, there could have been huge amount of gelid hydrogen clouds idly hanging around.  

Then, all of a sudden, some uncertain number of gangs of burning invaders from any possible 

direction rushed to this area where many gelid hydrogen clouds were sleeping.  In responding to 

the awakening by the invaders, a big portion of these clouds joined the explosion and burning. 

 During the ancient major period of firing and explosion launched by the foreign visitors, 

the Milky Way galaxy may have also ejected countless burning fragments leaving the Milky 

Way, too.  No one would ever know where they eventually ended up to.  However, with their 

long lasting burning, some of them may well ignite explosions out of some clouds at some 

formidable distance away from “home”, repeating what those violent visitors had done to their 

parent cloud that had provided the material base for Milky Way’s birth.  

The so called Milky Way in those early days may have far less mass than it has today.  

The total amount of mass that we see from the Milky Way today is a result of billions of years of 

material accumulation.  Today, such mass accumulation is still going on.  The accumulation can 

be suggested, but not limited, by all these facts: the prediction that the Andromeda galaxy are 

steadfastly approaching the Milky Way; some globular clusters are found continuing their  
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contribution from somewhere to the Milky Way; the movement of Magellanic clouds  found in 

the close neighborhood of the Milky Way...    

Hurled along with the materials so joining may include some substance in various nature 

and size that were not necessarily in burning state, such as gases of different compositions, steam, 

iceberg, grains of sand, rock, boulders, asteroids, but may well also include numerous burning 

fragments, in each of which one or a few of burning cores could be found; those burning cores 

were huge volume of mixture in which nuclear burning and synthetic reaction were violently in 

process. 

Eventually, at some undetermined epoch during the growth of the prototype Milky Way, 

it came such a day that some burning fragments of distinctive characteristics were tossed over 

here.  

The birth location of all these materials, fiercely hot or gelidly cold, would forever be 

unknown to us.  They may well be gangsters emerging from different locations, within or outside 

the Milky Way, but just have picked each other up at various spots along each of their own long 

journey of flying.  However, their seemingly unbound journey was ended when they happened to 

move into the vicinity of a giant burning fluidic gathering, whose total mass was more than a 

thousand times of what all these flying pieces put together. The gravitational attraction from this 
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giant ball should have been a fatal grip for the continuous independent existence of this gang of 

materials, those burning as well as those not burning.  Fortunately, their linear moving 

momentum with respect to this giant, in terms of the total consideration including speed, 

direction and distance, was formidable enough for them to resist such grip.  Other than directly 

plunging toward this giant, they compromised with a movement of curving trajectory around the 

giant.  It was possible that some gang members did lose themselves to the giant’s gravitational 

pull before the close orbits for those survival ones finally took shape.   With the direction of 

movement they happened to move before the giant's grip was sensed, the survival materials now 

continued their close orbits with a direction so predetermined, which is opposite to the Milky 

Way's self-spinning.   This chance of opposite spinning directions caused by nature’s random 

injection of foreign materials from outside of a cloud is far higher than the chance that some 

local materials can self-generate their own spinning with a direction against their parent cloud’s 

spinning.       

It was possible that the aforementioned giant was also ejected over here from somewhere 

else, but it was also highly possible that this giant had always been  ``Made in Milky Way" out 

of some smaller local hydrogen clouds because of the incessant accretion caused by the 

persistence of gravitation.   So we even could not exclude such a possibility: This giant had never 

been burning but a gelid cloud.  Its burning was only ignited by some burning gang members 

mentioned in the above paragraph when they plunged into it. This giant may have spent some 

billion years of a lonely hermit life before it finally had a chance to collect its harems. Together 

with its harems, because of various reason we can no longer trace back, it finally settled at the 

minor rotation arm Orion Spur in the Milky Way Galaxy.  

 

2. There came the belt shape clouds 

 

 

The gang members that were arrested by the giant potentially belonged to two clans that 

were from two different hometowns. One of the clans was more gaseous than the other, while 

both having been stretched like ribbons of extensive length before they met.  Each ribbon was 

consisted of many fragments of different sizes; a bigger fragments usually contained a dense core, 

burning or not.  The formation of such core is a natural gravitational consequence of a huge mass 

gathering.   However, the less gaseous ribbon could be found with many sections whose cores 

were in far more active burning condition than the more gaseous belt.  Longer history of burning 

had converted the less gaseous belt into a material ribbon being more terrestrial in nature.   

Random movement brought these two material clans crossing each other’s way.    of their 

path and then collided at each other.  Sensing the giant’s gravitational pull, the gaseous one was 

in the journey of alternating its moving loci.  With the momentum it carried with respect to the 

giant, it may have been powerful enough to escape this giant’s permanent grip, had the more 

terrestrial one never happened to have come to knock it out of its path.  It looked like that the 

terrestrial belt had been on a way of head-on plunging into the giant.  As much as the more 

terrestrial belt had curbed the gaseous belt from running away from the giant, the gaseous belt 

also pushed the terrestrial belt away from its suicidal plunging toward the giant.  In this process 

of clashing, both material clans temporarily formed a gang in which certain materials mingling 
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and momentum recombination inevitably happened (Fig. 03).  A big part of the terrestrial belt 

turned out being amputated by the gaseous ribbon.    

   

From the above description about the giant and gang joined by two belt shape clans, the 

readers may well feel what is implied here as the giant; it could well be the Sun.  That is right! It 

is what this article intends to present.  This giant and the material gang with its continuous 

movement were about to determine a geometrical plane in the heavens that is called gravitational 

platform in this article.  The future ecliptic and the invariable plane of the solar system have high 

approximation with it.      

3. The fate of the surviving few 

 

 After being severely amputated by the gaseous clan, the survival part of the terrestrial 

clan continued on the journey towards the Sun, carrying with it some gaseous materials snatched 

from the gaseous group.  Meanwhile, the gaseous ribbon had been more concentrated into a few 

fragments, with one of them being outstandingly bigger than any others because it retained the 

major part of what was amputated from the original terrestrial ribbon.  This biggest fragment was 

eventually evolving into what is called Jupiter today.  The other major fragments also eventually 

became other gaseous planets revolving about the Sun.  For convenience, we will call them all 

the Jupiter siblings. IN orchestrating the movement of the survival portion of the survived 

terrestrial fragments, the Jupiter siblings had the advantage in distance to begin with, but the Sun 

had the eventual advantage in mass.  The gravitational pull from them but in opposite direction 

steadfastly worked out to stretch the surviving portion more and more into a narrow streak, 

which was not one homogeneous piece but consisted of quite a few segments each of which 

contained a dense burning core.  Between these segments were clouds of dust of various 

thickness and of different materials.  We will call this streak the Transition Streak.    

 The momentum guiding the movement of the survival terrestrial Transition Streak was 

the residual momentum resulted by the sideway knocking of the gaseous ribbon as well as the 

original terrestrial belt's direct plunging toward the Sun.  It was extremely possible that some 

part pioneering the Transition Streak did not received enough sideway knocking from the 

gaseous ribbon, the original plunging momentum still led this part  to plunge into the Sun.  The 

later part of the Transition Streak, having had its plunging movement grated a little longer by the 

gaseous ribbon as well as received longer time of sideway knocking, had the chance of avoiding 

the plunging.  Avoiding the plunging, however, the Transition Streak could not get away from 

the Sun’s pull either.  Then, revolving about the Sun was the only settlement it could get into.  In 

so doing, this Transition Streak further broke itself into a few more obviously separated entities 

with stable close orbits.  However, orbits initiated with this kind of momentum as mentioned 

here could hardly end up with a near perfect circular shape, but instead, some very elongated 

shape.   

 Separate elongated orbits about one common center could only mean that their 

orientation must trespassing each other.   The orbital period of each of these entities traveling on  
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them must be different from each other, 

too. So, orbital collision between these 

entities was only a matter of time, and 

inevitable.  As collisions occurred, 

momentum recombination and substance 

regrouping will happen, new heavenly 

object would emerge.  We will leave the 

further discussion on corresponding 

development in some later chapters.  

As of now, let’s use the term 

Jupiter Clash to call the collision 

presented by Fig. 03. We also use Jupiter-

Sun transition to call the entire journey 

that the Transition Streak went through 

after the Jupiter Clash all the way up to the 

appearance of the several elongated orbits about the Sun (Fig. 04a).  We could easily imagine 

that accompanied with the development of these few entities was a space filled with dust of 

particles in size as small as steam mist or as big as those pieces we can find from the asteroid belt.  

In the space commonly shared as inside space by all these orbits, the space was clear of such dust 

particles, but these particles did embrace all the orbits from outside for a long time.  It was the 

persistent work of the few terrestrial entities traveling on these few lanky orbits that had made 

the space squeaky clean all the way up to where we see as asteroid belt today.  Besides lanky, 

each orbit also had certain orbital precession. The precession helped further sweep cleaning a 

bigger area.      

 

 

4   The Massive Giant Has the Least Angular Momentum, 

but a Dwarf Few Takes the Lion’s Share, Why? 

 

 With all the discussion presented so far, we could have partly contributed an answer 

regarding the disproportional sharing of angular momentum between the Sun, a mass giant, as 

one group and all the planets together as another group, but a dwarf group.  However, the answer 

so come up could only offer the explanation about the part of angular momentum possessed by 

the planets with their orbital movement.  What about the part produced by the planets’ self-

spinning?     

Right after the Jupiter Clash, the gaseous gathering that eventually grew into Jupiter was 

very puffy and occupied a far bigger space than we know of Jupiter today.    As the primordial 

puffy Jupiter moved on a tangential direction with respect to the Sun, while widely spreading, 

each of its particles received a different gravitational pulling force from the Sun.  Subsequently 

this resulted in different angular momentum between all the particles with respect to the Sun. 

Generally the particle farthest from the Sun had the biggest momentum, while the closest one but 

of the same mass had the smallest with respect to the same center of the Sun.  This inequality in 
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angular momentum was retained but with a different magnitude if the comparison was made with 

respect to the mass center of Jupiter.   The different angular momentum between the farthest and 

the closest particles must initiate speed difference between them with respect to the same mass 

center.  The speed difference between them would further escalate into some ever more rapid 

rotational movement about the mass center if they are bound by gravitational pulling force. The 

speed may not be obvious to start with.  However, the primordial gas gathering gradually shrank.   

Had the primordial Jupiter's flat gaseous disk started its existence in the same vicinity of the Sun 

with a radius of 1,000 times (1/20 of an astronomical unit) of its current equator's radius, Jupiter 

would have the initial spinning rate increased by 1 million folds today.     

Although initially both the farthest particle and closest particle from the Sun moved in the 

same tangential direction about the Sun, the ultimate spinning direction resulted from them must 

be dominated by the bigger initial momentum, which was possessed by the one further away 

from the Sun, as shown by object B in Fig 4b.   In other words, the rotational direction of the 

outer edge of a spinning entity about the mass center took the same direction as the orbital 

direction of the entire AmB if this entity’s self-spinning was developed with mechanism we 

mentioned above.    This mechanism will end up that the spinning direction of AmB in Fig. 4b 

takes the same direction as that of the orbital direction of AmB in Fig. 4b, which is determined 

by the direction of the movement of AmB, and is counterclockwise in this picture.   

 

Gravitational interaction is reciprocal between two massive bodies in a distance. As much 

as self-spinning can be resulted on planets because they moved in the Sun’s gravity field, the 

planets could have so caused self-spinning on the Sun, 

too.  The direction of the spinning so caused should be 

the same as that of the planets as well. However, the 

angular momentum difference caused by a plant between 

the farthest and the closed parts on the Sun from a planet 

is too little, the self-spinning so agitated on the Sun by 

the planets can never be prominent, although unable to 

be zero.   Furthermore, in the entire history of self-

spinning being induced on the Sun, the Sun had never 

strikingly shrunk.  In our retrospective reasoning above 

regarding Jupiter, we assumed a primordial disk for 

Jupiter to begin its history with a radius of 1,000 times 

of its current radius.  Had the Sun also had such a 

primordial radius of 1,000 times of its current equatorial 

radius, the Sun would have occupied a space almost up 

to where the Jupiter is today.  The existence of all the 

inner planets and the asteroid belt must reject such a 

speculation. At least, such a shrinking history, if ever 

existed, must have ended way earlier than the time that 

Mercury found the freedom of moving about it.    
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Chapter 2 

Terrestrial   Planets 

 

1. The Prototype Inner Planets and the Asteroid Belt 

 

 Upon ending the Jupiter-Sun transition, only those few pieces approaching the Sun 

carrying enough tangential momentum with respect to the Sun could finally survive and settle on 

some closed orbits.   These few survivors should have been some trailing segments of the 

Transition Streak aforementioned, which had chance receiving more sideways pushing from the 

Jupiter siblings, either through physical contact during the Jupiter Clash or a while afterwards 

through gravitational dragging in a distance during the Jupiter-Sun Transition.    

 

  The long journey of the Jupiter–Sun transitions let the few survival segments elevate 

their radial momentums toward the Sun strikingly stronger than the tangential components.  Only 

by “luck”, the proportion between these two momentum components were in the “right” 

magnitude for each of the survival pieces so that they could avoid directly plunging into the Sun; 

each of them ended their journey with a close orbit about the Sun.  However, each of such closed 

orbits so resulted by two momentums contrastingly different in magnitude could only be some 

ellipse that was strikingly elongated in shape.  When the elliptical orbits finally settled down, 

there were five significant major surviving segments moving around the Sun. They were not the 

nowadays planets, but they provided the materials base for the birth of the nowadays planets, 

which eventually appeared after some historical accidents explained later.   For illustration 

purpose, they were regarded as prototype terrestrial planets (PTP) and be named as PTP-I, PTP-

II, PTP-III, PTP-IV, and PTP-V for a total of five.   

Among the five PTP's, PTP-V was a piece that had been trailing behind everyone else in 

the Transition Streak during the Jupiter-Sun transition and thus kept furthest away from the Sun 

than the other PTP's. Therefore it had its orbit resulted in with the least radial momentum with 

respect to the Sun and,  subsequently, its orbit was the least elongated one.  Fig. 05(a) is a 

duplication of Fig. 04(a), but with the name added to each PTP.  The name in number for each of 

them was not designated according to any reasoning or rule but just for the need of illustration.   

 

As mentioned before, the five PTP’s settled themselves in a very dusty environment.    

Since all the objects swarmed over here as dusts with the same reasons that had impelled the 

appearance of  the  PTP’s,   they all shared a general trend of movement with the same 

counterclockwise material flow about the Sun if viewed from the north side of the ecliptic.  It can 

be easily imagined that, when the PTP’s patrolled on their orbits, they must sweep clean all the 

dust droplets in the vicinity of their paths via gravitational gobbling.  The dusty area so cleaned 

could extend as far as the major axis of the ellipse could reach and little beyond―gravitation 

collection always worked with efficiency through a certain distance.  Since each of the orbit must 

show precession with its focus being anchored at the Sun, each of them gradually increased the 

angular area with ever escalated cleanliness about the Sun.  Four of them arduously worked 

together through a long history finally poked a hole out of the dusty “carpet” around the Sun.    

Working hard to clean such carpet were not just the PTP’s; Jupiter also trimmed it in a distance 

away from the PTP’s.  Instead of poking hole, however, Jupiter tried to trim a circular piece out 
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of the carpet.  The result of them working 

together finally left a carpet with a shape of a 

donut.  This donut in space but with all the 

loose dust droplets is what human beings 

today called the asteroid belt.  Given how and 

where the asteroid belt had obtained the 

material source for its formation in history, the 

collection of members of the asteroid belt 

should have carried the most genuine record of 

birthday of the solar system not including the 

Sun.    The majority of dust particles found at 

the Lagrangian points dominated by Jupiter 

should also be from the same source forming 

the asteroid belt.    

 

 

Cutting a hole out of the dusty carpet 

was not the only feat the four PTP’s 

contributed.  Through orbital precession of a 

long history, their gravitational influence also 

modified the orbit of the PTP-V into a more 

and more circular path around the Sun.  Of 

course, it was only by chance that they did not 

collide at PTP-V.  The same luck did not exist 

among the PTP-I, -II, -III, and IV themselves.  

Given that the orbital shape of these four 

PTP’s were so elongated but also crossing 

each other, collision between them was only a 

matter of time. 

 

 

 

2.   The Mercury-Venus Pair 
 

 

So, one day, collision did happen 

between two of the five PTP’s.  Let’s call 

these two PTP-I and PTP -II.  Around the time 

the collision happened, all PTP’s should still 

be quite "puffy".    As such, the diameter for 

each of these spinning PTP disks was far 

larger than what we see from any inner planets 

today.  Each PTP had two essential parts of substances: at the center was a dense burning core, 

and surrounding this burning core was a thick but puffy jacket consisting of all kind of loose 

materials, both volatile and solid.    
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Refer to location A in Fig. 06 (a).  This is a hypothetical point where dynamic status can 

be found leading to collision between PTP-I and PTP-II.   Let’s suppose an event sequence like 

what Fig. 06(b) shows: Just at the moment PTP-I was leaving A, PTP-II plunged into the same 

location.    A hair of difference on timing between the leaving and the plunging-into made their 

two cores miss each other.    With the major portion of the 

linear momentum concentrated with a core, the PTP-II’s 

core just simply penetrated through the puffy jacket of PTP-I 

without too much trouble.  Indeed, this linear momentum 

was even further escalated prior to the collision by the 

mutual gravitational interaction between the two PTP’s.   

The trespassing made by PTP-II was done on the side 

of the spinning disk of PTP-I that was closer to the Sun.  

When the trespassing completed, the spinning direction of 

the loose jacket of PTP-I was able to block the trespassing of 

the loose jacket of PTP-II, allowing only the core of PTP-II, 

the major carrier of linear momentum, to egress. So, 

although having successfully escaped from the collision 

scene, the core of PTP-II came out naked, with only little 

trace of loose materials trailing behind it.  Besides, while 

being the major carrier of linear momentum, the core sure 

carried only a trivial part of the angular momentum of the 

original spinning disk of the PTP-II.  Such a trivial angular 

momentum was even further dissipated during the 

penetration of its own jacket and the jacket of the PTP-I; the 

naked core then only ended up with some extremely low 

self-spinning rate in its future movement.      

 Lighter in mass after the trespassing, this naked core 

still turned out to be fortunate enough to have retained 

adequate momentum to resist the deadly gravitational 

summon from the Sun, able to establish a new, smaller, and 

more circular orbit about the Sun.  Surviving, the movement 

of this naked core has to inherit the same angular orbital 

direction of the PTP-II.   This naked core of PTP-II finally 

earns the name Mercury from the human beings.     

 

After getting out of the collision scene, the naked 

core that later gained the name Mercury still retained its 

thermal energy for a while but rapidly lost it to the space.  

During the process of heat loss, its materials state evolved 

from a plasma to boiling lava, then to some “muddy” paste, 

then finally rock solid.   During this process of material 

consistence change, some liqueur hot materials continued to 

ooze and bubble out from within, and left behind plenty of 

bumps when the materials got out to the surface and 

condensed and solidified.  On the other hand, the trace of 
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loose materials following the core’s 

escape eventually accredited on the 

surface of Mercury before this crust 

completely solidified, leaving on it a 

blanket of craters (Fig. 07).  

As to PTP-I, the collision caused 

it to spin in a reversed direction ever 

since.  The reason is simply that not only 

the penetration of PTP-II was done in a 

direction opposing to its original spinning 

direction, but also the momentum 

dumped on it by the puffy jacket from 

PTP-II had been too large for the original 

angular momentum of PTP-I to overcome. 

Of course, the new spinning rate so 

resulted must be very low because the 

residual momentum was left behind by 

momentum subtraction between two 

spinning disks.        The collision also 

redrew the orbit of PTP-I, from a lanky 

ellipse to a near perfect circle, because 

now PTP-II needed to haul a new burden 

to move along, and this new burden also had its original orbital momentum added to the new 

movement, too.      

 

The collision had not only dramatically modified the moving state of PTP-I, but also 

abruptly altered its physical characteristics.  The retaining of an extra puffy jacket increased its 

atmospheric pressure, and built up an efficient insulator for this newly appearing planet to retain 

the heat from its thermal core.  The prolonged process of heat escaping to the space extended the 

time for the crust of the new planet to solidify.  Because of the crust in a long lasted soft 

condition, the volcanoes motivated by the thermal core’s exploding force could find abundant 

chances to form and spew all over in the planet’s history.  This is the landscape we found with 

Planet Venus.  Compared to Earth, Venus has far more volcanoes and its volcanoes are far bigger, 

although these two planets, among all planets, are the most compatible two both in size and 

distance from the Sun.  The extra puffy jacket also lowered Venus’s mass density to 5.24 gm/cm3 

while the loss of the same elevated Mercury’s mass density to 5.43 gm/cm3.   

Before the debut of Mercury and Venus, the orbital plane of PTP-I and PTP-II should not 

have well coincided with the nowadays ecliptic.  An inclination of 10 or 15 degrees or even more 

for their orbits should not be a surprise. A reasonable inference of such inclination may be led to 

by the “thickness” of the asteroid belt, which are between 10 to 15 degrees about the ecliptic, and 

some of the member asteroids may reach as much as 35 degrees (with the Sun being at the apex 

of the angle measurement).  In the old time that the PTP-I and PTP-II were still mingling with 

these scattered dust particles before the asteroid belt taking any obvious shape, both may be in 

some position that was quite deviated from the final ecliptic.     They kept the deviation during 

the Jupiter-Sun transition.  Had the collision bringing Mercury and Venus to exist never  
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happened, these two primordial terrestrial planets may continue to possess orbits with high 

inclination.  After the collision, their momentums component that was vertical to the ecliptic was 

nullified, resulting in their orbital plane with a trivial inclination.       

Table 1 lists some data that can serve to support the above conjecture about the formation 

history of Mercury and Venus.  The data about Mercury and Venus in this table show good 

coherence with the physical characteristics we derive about them so far.     
 

 

 

 

3. The Earth-Moon Pair 

 

 

The struggle for space also happened between PTP-III and PTP-IV.    Instead of a head-

on collision like the one leading to the birth of Mercury and Venus, PTP-III and PTP-IV came 

together at a manner that looked more or less like a merger.  Merger meant no one body 

pronouncedly penetrating through another.   The merger could have a higher chance to happen if 

the trajectories of two moving bodies were about the same in direction while crossing each other.  

Before the merger, each of them may have traveled about the Sun innumerous times.  During 

such traveling, their orbits were gradually modified to less elliptical because of two major 

reasons: (1) gravitationally gobbling up smaller objects in the process of shaping up the asteroid 

belt as well as cleaning up the area in the vicinity of their orbits, (2) the abundant opportunities 

for the two PTP’s to line up with the Sun in a straight line.  

Just like PTP-I and PTP-II, both PTP-III and PTP-IV were also consisted of one dense 

thermal core with a rapidly spinning disk of puffy jacket.    
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We previously mentioned that, prior 

to the Jupiter Clash, the long axial line of 

the cloud ribbon that contributed the 

material base for the future PTP’s as well 

as the asteroid belt may have a tilting angle 

of 10 or 15 degrees with respect to the 

future ecliptic.  After the Jupiter Clash as 

well as during the Jupiter-Sun Transition, if 

no forceful interference from other moving 

material gathering, this angle will be 

inherited by the Transition Streak of cloud 

leading to the settlement of all the PTP's.   

Again, the speculation on such an angle can 

be reasonably inferred by drawing a 

triangle with the Sun in its apex and the 

linear dimension of the belt’s thickness to 

be placed at the side opposite to the apex 

(Fig. 08).      

With the angle so inherited by the 

Transition Streak, the orbital plane for each 

PTP so eventually developed into must 

potentially form a nonzero angle with the 

future ecliptic. The reason is like this: The 

ecliptic plane is a plane that has high 

approximation with the gravitational 

platform of the solar system; the high 

approximation is resulted because the 

momentum component vertical to the 

gravitational platform is nullified upon the 

collision between some heavenly objects 

that move in this platform.  The 

gravitational platform is decided by the 

mass center of  the Sun,  the Jupiter siblings, 

and the mid-point of the amplitude 

fluctuation made by the mass center of the 

entire Transition Streak. However, the mass 

center of each material fragment in the 

streak was not necessarily coincided with 

such a plane to begin their transition 

journey.  Instead, they all were more likely 

``bobbing" above and below this plane in 

the journey. The residual momentum the 

fragment so inherited after the Jupiter Clash 

with respect to the gravitational platform 

destined a nonzero angle to be preserved by 

the orbital plane of those final material 
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fragments, i.e., the asteroid belt and the PTP's 

with respect to the gravitational platform.   

The angle should not deviate much from the 

value of 10o or 15o mentioned above.   

However, with the geometrical focus at the 

Sun, the major axis of each elliptical orbit 

were oriented in very different direction.  So, 

the orbital plane of one PTP may have chance 

to intersect with the orbital plane of another 

PTP with an angle as wide as 30o.  With 

similar reasoning, the plane of the spinning 

disk of each PTP may not necessarily be the 

same as the orbital plane of that particular 

PTP. Instead, the disk may incline by a 

nonzero angle with respect to its orbital plane. 

Given that the spinning disk of each 

PTP may tilt by an angle with respect to its 

own orbital plane, and that the orbital plane of 

one PTP may intersect with another orbital 

plane with a quite prominent angle, when 

these two PTP’s merged, no merger could 

possibly be gentle by any measure.  The 

materials from two spinning edges just struck 

at each other from absolutely opposite 

direction, just like two improperly aligned 

gigantic cogwheels at high spinning speed 

crossing and thus grinding at each other.  

Each of them needed to knock away part of 

the other’s for its own movement (Fig. 09, Fig. 

13a, b, c). The immediate consequence of 

such material knocking away was the collapse 

of both of the spinning puffy jackets 

possessed by each PTP.  

 

While the PTP-II’s core missed the 

Venus's core and was able to get away to 

become Mercury, the gentler merging of PTP-

III and PTP-IV was unable to offer enough 

momentum for either core to escape from the 

arrest of the other.  As the merging was 

further completed, the cores of these two 

PTP’s were wedded together into a new core 

because of the gravitational effect. The new 

core so appeared naturally took over the reign 

as the mass center of the new but more 

massive gravity body.  Upon the collapse of 
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the two spinning disks, the majority of the materials from both puffy jackets would find 

themselves no choice but to pile up rapidly over each other as well as over the new core.     

Possessing loose materials as the puffy jacket, each PTP had developed into a spinning 

body with some rotation arms before the merger.  Some arms were so long from the central 

dense core that the tip part of the arm were far enough from either of the original cores.  With the 

extra length, these few tips happened to have enough angular momentum to resist to join the 

collapse.  Instead of collapsing toward the new core, they flew away.     

After the merging happened, these tips so freed from the merging scene continued their 

angular movement about the same previous cores, which, however, had joined with another one 

becoming a more massive core. The collapse of other materials that were in shorter distance from 

the original core caused no effect in alternating these few freed tips' angular momentum.  

Therefore, after the disengagement from the original PTP's, the tips must continue to face the 

same old cores as if they had still been on the same spinning disk.  This meant that the few tips 

must permanently be ``cheated" to stare at the parent cores (but now a single fatter one) with the 

same face.  However, the collapse of the rotation arms did remove the material bridge between 

them and the other materials. The gravitational force between the tips and the core were reduced.  

The same angular momentum possessed by the tips now became excessive in retaining the same 

radius of rotation about the core.  If nothing else would interfere, they would all gradually drift 

further and further away from the new core that serves as the common body of the two old cores.   

All those disengaged material tips should have different linear velocities between each 

other but all in the same direction circulating about the same core.  Different linear velocity but 

with different distance from the core meant different angular velocity. Sooner or later, they 

would catch each other up.  Some catching may be gentle, some may be quite violent. The 

catching would be potentially violent if the two tips catching each other were originated from the 

two different PTP's, because these two disks had intersected each other with a wide angle before 

the merging. .   Before they all caught up each other, they all were satellites to the new core.  But 

time eventually gave these satellites enough chance to join as one and become a single moon to 

the new heavenly body containing the two cores of the old PTP's.  The materials so mutually 

catching each other up would not alter their dynamic status of the same center facing.   This new 

heavenly body having collected most of the merging materials is what we call Earth, and 

subsequently, the moon formed with those loose satellites gets its name as Moon. The merging 

brought out the existence of Earth and Moon is termed as Grand Merger in this article.          
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 Fig. 10 are two photos serving as evidence how materials had collected each other in the 

history of Moon formation. Photo B shows that a big collection of material flow forcefully 

invaded the host bod, which then was still not yet solidified but quite pasty.  The speed of the 

invasion was so formidable that the host body could not completely stop the invaders’ 

penetration.  Entering from the south side, some invaders managed to get out from the north side 

of the host body.  Having successfully escaped or not, the invaders left numerous bumps around 

the area of the lunar north pole, witnessing the history of material invading. 

Craters left at the entrance and bumps left at the exit by the invaders could only mean 

some highly pasty consistence of the host body.  Given 

that the major material constituents of the Moon being 

silicate minerals, when the invasion happened, the host 

body was in a state of high temperature. Entering from the 

south, exiting in the north, this route of movement made 

itself a clue suggesting that the host body and the invaders 

were disengaged from two spinning disks that had a wide 

angle between their axes of spin orientation.     

   Each spinning PTP was not a homogeneous disk 

of mass.  The general tendency of material distribution 

was that the closer to the center of the disk the denser and 

hotter materials were found, or that the closer to the disk’s  
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edge, the lighter and colder materials were found.  

As the Grand Merger took place, a great deal of 

materials collided, and a widely spread material 

band of ``dust" containing material droplets in 

various sizes was immediately agitated, filling 

up the vicinity embracing the newly born Moon 

and Earth. It had not taken too long for the 

droplets on the band to be collected by Earth and 

the Moon.  For the powdery materials scattered 

between Earth and the Moon’s orbit, Earth may 

have taken most of them; for those scattering 

outside of the Moon’s orbit, the Moon should 

have the lion’s share.  This was potentially the 

reason why the far side of the Moon is found 

with more craters than the near side (Fig.  11).     

 

Whatever materials the Moon could have 

collected, they were majorly from the spinning edge of 

the original two PTP’s, and therefore lighter. The inability 

to retain the dense core further led the Moon to end up 

having lower mass density of 3.344 gm/cm3.  Conversely, 

having gobbling up two cores did elevate the mass density 

of Earth to 5.514 gm/cm3, the highest among all the 

planets. 

 

 Since Earth continuous to spin with an appreciable 

frequency regardless of how the Grand Merger may have 

dissipated the spinning energy, this allows us to assume 

that, before PTP-III and PTP-IV merged, one of them 

must have spread significantly wider than the other.  After 

the Grand Merger, the new body pronouncedly inherited 

the original spinning direction of the larger one although 

the spinning rate was substantially lowered afterwards 

and with certain deviation in angle from the original one, 

too.  The unusual tilting angle of the Earth’s spinning axis compared to that of other planets  

could be potentially resulted by reasoning presented above.  It could be well reasonable to 

imagine that it was also the larger one that had robbed away the core of the smaller one.  
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4.   The Lonely Mars 

 

 

 

As PTP-I, PTP-II, PTP-III and PTP-IV all have been converted into something else with 

new names, what about PTP-V?  

 

Being in the same gang with PTP-I, PTP-II, PTP-III and PTP-IV as the survivors out of 

the Jupiter Clash, PTP-V was trailing behind them with a significantly large distance, or 

conversely, a relatively smaller distance from Jupiter.  As such, it received enough gravitational 

pull from Jupiter to settle relatively quickly into an elliptical orbit.  This orbit was not as lanky as 

that of the other PTP’’s; its average distance from the Sun was always far larger than the minor 

axis of each of the other orbits.   During the Jupiter-Sun Transition, the PTP-V’s reluctant 

movement would make it somebody more mingling with those droplets that formed the future 

asteroid belt other than a dasher toward the sun like the other PTP’s.    

Staying as the biggest object in a space overcrowded by all kinds of dust and droplets, 

PTP-V became a local gravitational predator, although its appetite was not as viscous as the other 

PTP's showed when they patrolled here visiting their aphelion point..     Little by little, the 

eccentricity of the elliptical orbit of the PTP-V gradually reduced due to its consistent material 

collection from the inner edge of the asteroid belt like what the other PTP's were also doing.   In 

the beginning days of its trimming work, PTP-V may have its orbit intersect the orbits of the 

other PTP’s.  However, given that the orbital period of each of the PTP’s were so different, and 

the distances between them were so formidable, the probability of collision between PTP-V and 

the others was very low.  The chance of their collision even became zero after the other PTP’s 

converted themselves into Mercury, Venus, Earth, and the Moon.  Of course, then, we have only 

one more planet left inside the asteroid belt to be identified for PTP-V.   This is Mars.   Given 

that the mass of Mars is only 10% of Earth’s, PTP-V should have been even lighter before it 

collected more mass from the asteroid belt.  Relying on robbing mass from those that were 

otherwise part of the asteroid belt, Mars does not have high mass density but a figure of 3.935 

gm/cm3 today.  Even if it may have started as an object of high mass density, greedy robbery 

eventually lowered its overall density.     

 

The biggest object in the Asteroid belt is Ceres.  It has only 0.15% of the mass of that of 

Mars.  Had it ever had a mass compatible to what Mars has, the astronomical academy may have 

had to deal with a sixth inner planet today, and a completely different view of the asteroid belt as 

well. 
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Chapter 3 

The Moon 

 The Moon has long bothered us with several mysteries.   Among them are: 

 

1. It is gradually drifting away from Earth.  Retrospective reasoning may easily lead        

us to speculate how it could not have been once a part of Earth. But, then,  

2. Why does it have lower mass density than Earth? 

3. It has kept the same face towards Earth.  

4. The quantity of volcanic maria on the near side and the far side are incomparable; the 

far side is practically deficient of maria (Fig. 11). 

 

 The first three mysteries have been explored in the previous chapter.  Born in the process 

so presented in that chapter, the seniority of the Moon’s material in the solar system is no lower 

than that of the other inner planets.   

 The solution to the first three mysteries should offer us a clue leading to the solution of 

the fourth mystery.   In the days of PTP’s, each of them was some spinning disk dominated by 

violently burning materials at the central region.  Therefore, in general, materials closer to the 

center of each spinning disk appeared more in the form of volcanic lava or even in a state of 

plasma if too close to the center where the burning core was.  Contrasting to the hot materials 

closer to the center, materials near the edge of the spinning disk would appear more in the form 

of solid cold pieces in all kind of size and chemical nature.   So, as the Grand Merger happened, 

materials joining to form the Moon would continue showing the same gradient pattern of 

physical states in substance distribution: with higher chance, the materials originally closer to 

each of the burning cores would join as some boiling lava. After the lava cooled off, rocky maria 

was what was left showing, continuing its old day tendency of staying closer to the old day core. 

After the lava cooled off, rocky maria was what was left showing.   Conversely, materials piling 

up at the far side of the Moon would have been those colder ones, and therefore appearing far 

less rocky.   

 

 

Chapter 4 

Earth 

1.   Infant Tectonic Plates 

 The abundantly collapsing materials enveloping the new core were of various chemical 

natures.  Among them, water was one of the major components.  Not only did such a material 

piling up stifle the violent thermal activity of the new core, but the water also efficiently 

quenched these materials, which otherwise must stay in liqueur or even gaseous state for an 

extensively long period of time under the violent heat from the burning new core. Promoted by 

the incessant quenching action of the water as well as its arduous heat delivery to the outer space 

through steam, a rocky crust wouldn’t have taken too long to appear on Earth.   The turbulent 

heat exchange between the rocky crust and the volatile materials soon “filtered” all these 
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materials into three major mass components 

for Earth’s exterior appearance: atmosphere, 

ocean, and a solid shell, deep at the center of 

which was the thermal core.    

  No one can expect that the initial 

violent material collapse happened in a 

homogeneous manner.  Instead, some 

materials randomly piled up as bigger chunks 

than some others.  Between the chunks, 

which were still so hot, there must be gaps.  

The quenching action closely following the 

piling up must harden the surface of these 

chunks, preventing the gaps from being 

``welded" smooth and disappearing.   

 

Now, between the gaps and against 

the hardened surface of these chunks, two 

action from the nature competed each other:  The relentless heat from the thermal core must melt 

the surfaces and weld the chunks, but the water’s constant quenching must solidify the surface 

and keep the independence of each chunk.  Random chance gradually allowed some chunks to 

melt into some bigger one, but some gaps stubbornly persisted and may even connect with other 

gaps to form a longer gap.  Surrounded by some big long gaps, through which heat from the 

thermal core continued to egress, were some chunks persistently lasting.  All these chunks 

coming together formed a solid spherical shell of extremely uneven thickness wrapping around 

the thermal core.   So wrapping, each of them constantly shifted with respect to each other at the 

unyielding high pressure of lava and gas that must find exit between the gaps.  The shifting was 

further enhanced because the melting and quench also constantly changed the shape of the 

chunks’ edges.   Tectonic plates were then a born-with feature of Earth.  They were there as a 

phenomenon ever since the Grand Merger, although the size of the nowadays plates and those in 

the Earth's infant period have no comparison.  It should be natural that in the old days these 

tectonic plates were smaller in sizes and moved and thus quaked more violently and more often.  

The shape change of the tectonic plates resulted in continental drifting and ocean reshaping in 

Earth’s history, although the pace of such drifting and reshaping can be regarded as nothing 

today compared to what happened in the remotely old days. 

 

 In the beginning days of Earth, the oceans may be in a constant boiling state, unable to 

hold a sizable volume of a water body like what we see today.  The water was too busy 

presenting itself as steam circulating between the sky and Earth’s solid surface that was yet far 

from being prominently settled.   In comparison, lacking water to quench, Venus in its evolution 

progress appeared with a procedure more like a prolonged annealing.  This was the result of 

Venus’s robbery of someone else’s puffy jacket in starting her life.  The hot jacket was a good 

agent to keep water from condensing but then to push the water in steam form to get out to the 

outer space.   
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2.   Magnetic Poles Drifting, Polarity Reversal 

 

A thermal entity overwhelmingly relying on nuclear reaction to sustain its energy output 

usually produces abundant neutrons.  A material collection that is rich of neutrons like neutron 

stars usually carries strong magnetism.    This is not to claim that neutron is the source of 

magnetism, but just to say that a sizable volume consisted of high proportion of neutrons has 

inseparable association with magnetism.   Is the magnetism caused by neutrons themselves or by 

a substance that is not yet identified by scientists but must follow the whereabouts of neutrons 

like the pilot fish following the sharks?  We have no evidence to give solid answer to this 

question.   But this article certainly would like to exploit the high degree affinity we find in 

nature between a collection of neutrons and magnetism to explain the magnetic phenomenon 

existing in the solar system.  Since we are unable to determine whether neutron or just a 

separated substance does the job of magnetic field generation, this article would use the term 

magnetic material (abbreviated as Magmat) for such a substance causing magnetism.  A sizable 

body formed by such material and carrying magnetism is called a magmat bearing chunk (MBC).  

Whether a magnetic elementary particle is virtually the same as a neutron or something 

independent but highly associated with neutron is not the concern of this article. 

 

In the upcoming text, we will see that allowing the existence of MBC will enable us to 

have high satisfaction in explaining the magnetic pole reversal in the Earth's history as well as 

the sunspot periodical magnetic polarity flipping.  We know that the Earth's magnetic pole 

reversal happened with very irregular duration, ranging from thousands of years to hundred 

thousand or even millions of years.  In comparison, the sunspots reverse their polarity in every 

11 years or so.  Why?  The obvious physical character between the Sun and Earth is that the 

Sun's surface is extremely fluidic but the Earth's surface is rock solid.  The behavior of the Sun's 

magnetic field is manifested through the activity pattern of sunspots, some material gathering of 

high mass density flying on the surface of the Sun with high degree of freedom in a fluidic 

environment.  What if the same material gatherings are also found with the Earth? The core of 

the Earth is where a violent nuclear reactor is. Why material gathering rich in neutrons cannot be 

produced from it? If we could not exclude such production, and therefore we allow the existence 

of two sunspots existing in the lava fluid inside the Earth's crust, we will find why the Earth's 

magnetic field must flip, and flip with highly irregular "period". 

 

If the MBC is something consisted of materials rich in neutron, we would naturally 

designate it as something of high mass density, the high mass density is further escalated since 

their magnetism must encourage each of such elementary particle to tightly clench each other. 

Judging from how a sunspot can defy the destructive temperature in the Sun, the MBC’s material 

integrity should also be independent of temperature.  In other words, with all this description, the 

MBC we speculate existing inside the cage of the Earth’s crust and the sunspot should be highly 

identical in material nature.  A more detailed analysis on this regard can be found in the article 

Sunspot cycle, gravity, and magnetism by this author at the website www.huntune.net, or in the 

2017 Proceedings of John Chappell Natural Philosophy Society, www.naturalphilosophy.org.   

Because of its incessant and strong nuclear activity, the thermal core of Earth must 

continuously spray neutrons onto the inner wall, or the mantle, of Earth.  Once they get there, 

they would potentially collect each other at their own magnetic influence and form an MBC.     
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The isotropic spraying with respect to the center of the thermal core would result in one of such 

MBC symmetrically to appear at each end of an Earth’s inside diameter, which in absolutely 

most of the time is oriented in a direction different from the Earth's spinning axis. The reason of 

such orientation is given later.  Some magmat happened to receive less power when sprayed.  For 

them, they would fall to the center of the core and form another MBC.    So, inside the shell of 

Earth, there are totally three absolutely major bodies of MBC: one at each end of the inside 

diameter and one at the center of such a diameter.  These three MBC’s all line up their magnetic 

polarity with the same orientation, and therefore they act together as if each of them is part of 

one long magnet bar. 

 

 The two MBCs at the end of the inside diameter are pressured and anchored on the inside 

wall of the Earth’s crust by at least two forces: the thermal core’s exploding force and the 

centrifugal force caused by Earth’s self-spinning.   The Earth’s inside shell wall should be 

something in a state from liquid lava to pasty hot boiling “mud”, which gradually solidified to 

more rock materials at distance further away from the core.    Because of the “muddy” condition, 

each MBC cannot find too much freedom to move if it must be motivated to move; its movement, 

if any, can only be slow sliding and wading on such a wall of high consistence.   However, 

besides the two forces just mentioned, some other forces do also constantly influence the 

movement of the two MBC’s so anchored on the muddy wall.  Among these forces, the 

following major ones are found: (1) the centrifugal force produced by Earth’s orbital rotation 

with respect to the Sun, (2) the gravitational force from the Sun and other planets, (3) the 

gravitational force from the Moon.     While force (1) and (2) intend to confine the two MBC’s to 

lie flat in the ecliptic, the centrifugal force from the Earth’s self-spinning force tries to confine 

them on Earth’s equatorial plane, which forms an angle of 23.4o with the ecliptic.  In addition to 

all these, force (3) would intend to drag an MBC to another plane, which is the orbital plane of 

the Moon about Earth.  There are more other forces, but they are far trivial than what have been 

mentioned, and we neglect them in our illustration.   

 

The struggle between all these forces in the competition of relocating the two MBC’s 

incessantly continues daily, monthly, and yearly. Indeed, in every six months, the two MBC’s 

even take turn to get closer to the Sun or farther away from it (Fig. 15, Fig 16).    Had the Earth's 

interior wall and the MBC's been rock solid, we can imagine how the two MBC's would fiercely 

roll and tumble inside the Earth’s shell.  However, the thick lava mud hinder their tumbling 

movement into slow sliding or drifting.   After a long history of drifting, a term called 

geomagnetic excursion can be applied to their trail of movement.   If the excursion happens to 

have the two MBC”s migrate across the equator, reversal of magnetic poles of Earth occurs.  

Not every excursion necessarily ends up with a magnetic pole reversal, unless equator 

migration does have happened.  Although all forces influencing the MBC seems predictable 

individually, the vector sum of all them always changes in a nearly unpredictable manner; the 

unpredictable vector sum of these forces naturally makes the period of pole reversal hard to 

predict.    Indeed, at some point of the excursion, whether Earth happens to be at its perihelion or 

aphelion gives a critical influence in tipping the happening or not happening of the equator 

migration of the MBC’s.  At certain point of time, even the whereabouts of the Moon may play a 

critical role whether to lure the equator migration to happen or not. 
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The idea of using MBC to explain the magnetic pole reversal in the Earth’s history can 

render us good consistence in explaining the cycling rhythm that the sunspot activity shows.  But 

we first need to look at the Sun’s basic structure in more details to see the critical reasons.  

 

 

 

Chapter 5 

 

The Sun  

1. Basic Structure 

 

 If the Sun is homogeneous or isotropic 

in material distribution within its body, it 

would be inevitably oblate when spinning.  

The nearly zero oblateness at its “waist” must 

require of the existence of a force that is able 

to counteract the spinning centrifugal force, 

which will cause any spinning fluid body to 

appear oblate.    The logical candidate that 

can produce such a force is some 

gravitational force from inside the Sun, 

provided that this force can be the strongest in 

the Sun’s equatorial plane, but gradually 

weakening at higher and higher latitudes.  A 

massive homogeneous body of high mass 

density in a spheroid shape could certainly 

function in this way if its largest circle is 

coincided with the equatorial plane of the Sun.   

So, conversely speaking, the near perfect but 

spinning fluidic body of the Sun strongly 

suggests the existence of such a spheroidal 

body deep below the surface of the Sun (Fig. 

17).   Of course, for this spheroidal body to counteract effectively the centrifugal force received 

by the materials on the Sun’s surface, the mass density of this spheroidal volume must be far 

higher than that of the surface materials, too.   

The Sun’s apparent surface characteristics could not provide enough temperature and 

pressure for the thermonuclear reaction to be hosted at its surface.    Therefore, a zone for such 

reactions to be continuously in process must be far below the material surface found in our direct 

view. It is commonly published that the core part of the Sun has a mass density of 150 gm/cm3.  

Naturally, such mass density cannot exist in the zone of thermal nuclear reaction.   All these 

must further suggest that such mass density can be found only in the space enwrapped by both 
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the materials surface and the nuclear zone.  Therefore, the Sun is fundamentally consisted of the 

following three layers:     

(1) The outmost layer, which is called the fluidic “crust” of the Sun in this article; it is 

this crust that appears in our daily view about the Sun.     

(2) The nuclear furnace layer, which is below the crust mentioned in (1);   

(3) The Sun’s core volume that monopolizes the Sun’s absolute high mass density, which 

is called the Sun’s yolk in this article (Fig. 18).  

Given that the temperature must be inevitably outstandingly high in the inner part of the 

Sun, the Sun’s yolk must be in a state with certain fluidity.  This fluidic yolk cannot escape from 

self-spinning unless the Sun is not found spinning.   Being in self-spinning, the Sun’s fluidic yolk 

must shape itself into a spheroidal volume, with its biggest dimension coinciding with the Sun’s 

equator. With this biggest dimension but of high mass density, the yolk naturally creates the 

largest gravitational force measured on the Sun’s equator, and naturally, the gravitational force 

from the Sun’s center becomes the weakest at the pole.  The strongest gravitational force lying in 

the equatorial plane then corrects the Sun's tendency of bulging at its "waist” due to self-spinning. 

We subsequently see the Sun in a shape of near perfect sphere  

2.  Differential Rotation 

The Sun’s differential rotation can further serve as evidence suggesting the existence of a 

spheroidal yolk inside the Sun if the yolk can be further regarded as the storage tank of hydrogen 

fuel for all the major nuclear reaction in the Sun.  Let’s suppose on the surface of the yolk one 

nuclear reaction happens on the equator and 

another one happens near the pole area.  Reaction 

product produced at the equator will find a shorter 

distance to reach the surface of the Sun compared 

to those produced near the pole.    Besides, those 

materials produced at the equator of the yolk are 

also born with bigger angular momentum and 

subsequently higher tangential velocity with 

respect to the center of the Sun. Both factors of 

shorter radial distance to the Sun’s surface and 

higher tangential velocity at the equator will 

result in the Sun’s differential rotation.  

That the yolk of the Sun can stay in shape 

is because of the packing action exerted on by the 

nuclear explosions, which happen in an isotropic 

manner with respect to the center of the Sun 

allover in the entire vicinity of this yolk.   It is 

also such packing action that has forced the 
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volume of fluidic state to stay in shape with high mass density.  With a mass density of 150 

gm/cm3 for this fluid yolk, even osmium can float on it like a feather.   

3. Sunspot activity, Magnetism, Gravitation 

  We have previously reasoned that the material forming the sunspots should be some 

substance gathering that is rich of neutrons. If the material forming the sunspots can be found in 

the fluidic crust above the fusion reaction zone, the same should have equal chance to be found 

at the bottom of this zone. At the bottom of the reaction zone, or on the surface of the yolk, 

material floating there should have far less area to spread out than those in the fluidic crust, and 

would thus easily collect each other and clench into a big material body under their own mutual 

magnetic influence.    We will call this body floating on the surface of the yolk the migrating 

magnetic body (MMB). Why "migrating"? The reason is to be given soon. To imagine how big 

this MMB could be, let’s at least put together all those sunspots found in our direct view.  This is 

only natural.  Sprayed out equally in all directions by each nuclear reaction, riding on the free 

movement thus gained, the newly born materials would have far higher chance to fly toward the 

source of gravity other than away. The MMB floating on the surface of the yolk and the two 

MBC's residing inside the Earth's terrestrial cage in our previous reasoning and the sunspots 

should all be essentially consisted of the same materials. However, we continue to call sunspots 

as sunspots, following the customary calling.  

With the Sun's yolk so structured, even if the MMB has higher mass density than the yolk, 

but the MMB is said still to be able to float on the surface of the yolk. Isn't this reasoning 

violating Archimedes' principle concerning hydrostatics?   The paragraphs below present the 

reasons to solve this mystery. The solutions should also serve as the key to unlock the riddle 

about the appearance of prominence and solar flare. 

 

Among all forces that can happen in the Sun, no force can be more violent than the 

explosive force resulted from hydrogen fusion.  Violent as it is, however, the hydrogen fusion 

cannot have happened inside the yolk.  If it ever has, the yolk would have been disintegrated, and 

no perfectly round Sun can ever appear in our observation.  In other words, a hydrogen bulk can 

join the fusion reaction only if the source material of fuel from it can "slowly" infiltrate into the 

region outside of the yolk but through a process of gradual shedding. This further means that at 

where there is less hydrogen infiltrating, there is less fusion reaction and thus less strong 

explosive force.  So natural, then, at where the MMB covers, hydrogen cannot directly infiltrate 

to the reaction region.  This immediately means less inward packing force is received by the yolk 

at where the MMB resides and covers.  The shielding provided by the MMB creates inevitable 

chance for virgin hydrogen as a huge bulk to leak from the yolk beneath the MMB. The leaking 

cannot be a gentle process but some violent jet squirting because of the exceedingly high 

pressure received anywhere else by the yolk.  The violent jet squirting forcefully supports the 

MMB from sinking to the inside of the yolk.   

 

With the MMB in the Sun being so resulted and with its mass density so high, it must 

have its own conspicuous response to the gravitational summon from all the planets.   We know 

that the Sun’s equator has a 7.5o inclination with respect to the ecliptic, in which lie all the 

planets’ orbit.    Therefore, the planets must have their force combined in one single vector sum 
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in one plane and herd this MMB’s movement.  Because this vector sum of force must rotate as 

the planets rotate, from time to time this force vector inevitably drags the MMB to migrate 

across the equator; the MMB permanently faces one direction with its magnetic orientation with 

respect to the center of the Sun.  As this MMB moves, it must in turn orchestrate the swarm of all 

the sunspots to follow via the magnetic force between them.  To give detailed description how 

the swarm of sunspots dances following this MMB's conducting, it deserves one single topic by 

itself.  In order not to disturb the coherence of a discussion on how the solar system is given birth, 

which is the main focus of this article, this author decide to separate the detailed elaboration on 

the sunspot activity from this article and present it in another article titled as Sunspot Cycles, 

Gravity, and Magnetism.  This article can be found in the 2017 Proceedings of Chappell 

Natural Philosophy Society via www.naturalphilosophy.org.  The same article can also be found 

at this author’s website www.huntune.net 

 

Before we end this topic, this author would like to say that between the MMB and each 

sunspot, there is a magnetic "tube" formed by them.  It is this magnetic tube that links the 

appearance of solar flare and prominence. Details concerning their appearance can also be found 

in the article mentioned above. 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Jupiter's Red Spot 

 Jupiter is a powerful radiator of thermal energy.  A long history ago in its evolution, 

Jupiter’s thermal core must have been far more powerful, and the nearly entirely gaseous Jupiter 

must be occupying far more volume as well.  However, this gaseous conglomeration but in 

rotating state could only be fundamentally a flat disk except in area around its core.  Because of 

the stronger gravity of the core, it collected more materials around it and resulted in a bulged 

volume at the central region of the flat disk.  The edge-on view of the Milky Way could well 

render us an imagination how a spinning disk disk should look like (Fig. 19a).  In comparison, 

the primordial Jupiter was a huge spinning disk comprising loose materials as its absolutely 

majority of components.   The materials that this spinning disk consisted of must be constantly 

compelled to move by these three forces: (1) the exploding force of the thermal core, (2) 

centrifugal force resulted by the spinning of the disk, (3) gravitational force.   Force (1) and (2) 

must throw materials away from the 

center of disk, but force (2) being 

the strongest at the equatorial plane 

of the disk, while force (3) always 

contracts materials toward the 

center of the disk. 

 

While the materials were so 

violently shuffled by all these three 

forces, when they got to the outer 

edge of the spinning body where 

coldness dominated, they cool down 
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and potentially solidified. When they were pulled 

back toward the center by gravity, the thermal 

core would have them melted again.  The 

countless trips of these materials between the gelid 

outer edge and near the thermal core caused 

immeasurable amount of heat loss of the core.  

Gradually, solidified materials must get closer and 

closer to the core to get melted again.   This 

closeness about the core also increased the chance 

for each solid chunk to meet and be fused with 

another solid chunk neighbor. As bigger and 

bigger chunks gradually formed, they gained more 

and more potential to defy the explosive force of 

the thermal core, which was inevitably getting 

weaker and weaker as time progressed because of 

heat loss.  Finally, there came the day that even 

the final gap between the chunks got sealed up. A 

ring thus took shape and continued to rotate about 

the core because of the residue angular momentum 

that the ring inherited from those ancestral flying 

chunks.   Of course, only materials of high melting 

point could have the chance to form such a ring 

(Fig. 19).   

 

The dynamical nature leading to the birth 

of the ring should make this ring most potentially 

seat flat in the Jupiter’s equatorial plane.  Its birth 

shielded up a great deal of the core’s heat 

radiation in that plane.   Therefore, more materials 

flying at the outer edge would speed up their pace 

to get solidified.  Most of these solid materials, 

unable to overcome the escape velocity destined 

by Jupiter's gravity, lost the flying power and then 

plunged and piled up at the outer surface of the 

ring.   Their piling up at a distance closer to the 

center naturally escalated the self-spinning rate of 

Jupiter.  As to those solid chunks with momentum 

that was slightly higher than what the escape 

velocity allows, they may stay at the outer edge to 

become one of the sources of Jupiter's satellites. 

As to the materials supposedly contributing to the source of Jupiter's satellites, had their 

natural conditions happened to be proper, they may have left behind a ring other than some 

satellites around Jupiter.   The natural conditions mentioned here included their physical property, 

such as melting point, the distance from the core, the size of each individual chunk...  They were 

so left behind as a ring just like the ring that was formed closer to the core in the previous 

reasoning, but to form a ring closer to the core the materials must be of higher mass density and 
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higher melting point.  This mechanism how a ring can form should be well applicable to explain 

how Saturn got its multiple icy rings of different diameters. 

The materials on the inner wall of the ring, being closer to the thermal core, kept being 

liquefied or even vaporized. The materials so liquefied must be swung out by the Jupiter’s 

centrifugal force as well as blown out by the core’s nuclear exploding force. Blocked by the 

thick wall of the ring, the fluidic materials can only find the upper rim and the lower rim of the 

ring as their exit.   However, once they exited, they entered an environment where temperature 

abruptly plummeted.  Those materials of high melting point would easily got solidified again.  

So solidified, they soon formed a new ring packed on top or below the first ring (Fig. 20). The 

newly formed rings is at higher latitudes, south as well as north, where centrifugal force is 

weaker, and therefore must be in smaller diameter than the first one.   The same action of nature 

just repeated itself, and soon a third tier of ring but in even smaller diameters appeared.   

More tiers of rings continued forming.  However, time eventually brought this process to 

a point of balance, which was mainly determined by the following factors: the “left-over” of the 

thermal power of the core, the overall thickness of the rings, the height of the shaft embraced by 

the rings from top to bottom, the self-spinning angular velocity of Jupiter, the melting point of 

the various materials consisting of the rings.  When this balance point arrived, no more 

prominent ring appeared.  

Would the opening at top or bottom of the shaft be eventually sealed up? Not if the 

thermal core is still powerful enough!  However, both of the openings must be in a process of 

diminishing. Possibly nowadays they have been very small, and so small that they can practically 

be considered as the conduit and vent of two volcanoes, with one on each of the spinning poles 

of Jupiter.  But they are certainly the most powerful volcanoes on that planet.      

With the way how the tiers of ring have been resulted, we can be certain that the wall, or 

crust, encircling the shaft cannot be a dead solid blind wall.  But instead, countless openings can 

be found and profuse materials of various 

chemical nature in high temperature are 

gusted out from them by the thermal core.   

These openings are then the innumerous 

volcanoes in Jupiter.  Now, the countless 

powerful volcanoes, the ridge and valleys 

that are formed by the piling up of rings and 

parallel to the equator, and the abundant 

materials of various properties all come 

together covering Jupiter giving us a view 

like this:  Incessant cyclonic storms of high 

magnitude of power are relentlessly whirling 

all over because the volcanoes appear in 

both the ridges and valleys; the atmosphere 

so agitated by these storms shows different 

bands of alternated brightness and colors 

because at where a valley is found the 

vertical dimension of the atmosphere is 
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bigger than that is over the ridges on both sides of this valley.   At very high latitudes, the rings 

are formed under weaker magnitude of centrifugal force and the contrast of height between the 

ridges and valleys is less prominent.  So the gaseous blanket at higher latitudes appears with less 

distinctive bands (Fig. 21).    

The immense heat of the core makes the rings' materials under a constant recycling 

process.  The inside surface of the shaft is continuously melted by the core; the melted materials 

then are thrown out as steam, ashes or lava through all the volcanoes.  Once they get to the 

outside world, they solidify and redeposit on the outer surface of the rings, renewing the 

landscape of the ridges and valleys.  This unstoppable recycling makes the structure of the crust 

very unstable, and therefore "earthquake" (Should we call it Jupiter-quake?) happens on Jupiter 

with high frequency.  The highly unstable crust would always shift the location of various 

volcanoes, too. In other words, some active ones may be suddenly “plugged” for some reason, 

but some new one may suddenly emerge somewhere else, too.     

 There may be three material sources contributing to form Jupiter's moons: (1) those that 

were hurled together by Jupiter's main cloud body even before the Jupiter Clash while the 

appearance of the solar system was still in the unknown future, (2) those that were later fly-by 

and gravitationally captured by Jupiter, (3) those that were left behind during the formation 

process of the rings near the core because these left-outs had possessed enough angular 

momentum to resist falling onto Jupiter's solid surface.  However, in contrast to those 

successfully staying as moons of Jupiter, there was also the failure of many other materials. As 

we mentioned before, some of these failing to stay up high joined to form Jupiter's solid crust 

that looked like a pile of rings near the core; some others also so failing joined the rings at a later 

time but then just landed as a separate piece on the outer surface of these rings. 

Naturally, after landing as a separate piece, the trough, or valley, between two rings 

would be the place most probably for this landing piece to stay as a result worked out by both 

probability and gravity together. If this landing piece was a huge object, the surface underneath 

where it stayed would always be a number of volcanoes. Several reasons may cause this loose 

object to slide back and forth along the trough that fostered this loose piece:  (1) the self-spinning 

of Jupiter; (2) the blowing force from the volcanoes, whose venting opening may have size and 

direction different from each other; (3) the materials of various melting point may sometimes act 

as solid glue or sometimes as lubricant at where the ground and the loose object came in contact, 

depending on the instantaneous environmental temperature, which was constantly changing. The 

cloud features of the Great Red Spot and several smaller spots shown in our observation gave us 

good inference to the existence of such loose objects on Jupiter.   
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 It is possible that Jupiter’s solid crust is largely composed of terrestrial materials.  But 

under the formidable atmospheric pressure, they may act somewhat differently from what we 

know about terrestrial materials on Earth.  Nevertheless, consisting of several tiers of rings in the 

way we conjecture, Jupiter’s terrestrial crust should be the thickest near the equator and 

gradually getting thinner at higher and higher latitude.   Ignoring the rippling outline between 

consecutive rings, the overall shape of this crust is a spheroid, with its biggest dimension 

coinciding with the equator.  With the dense crust having collected more mass at the equator, 

Jupiter’s gaseous blanket at the equator is pulled toward the center of Jupiter; Jupiter’s spinning 

is unable to shape this blanket into an oblate object in our view.      
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The above description regarding the 

formation of ridges and valleys of Jupiter’s 

solid crust, if factual, should give us 

explanation why the gaseous surface of other 

outer planets are also found divided into 

many parallel belts and zones (Fig. 23, 24, 

25).  Because each of these planets does have 

its own unique history and material 

composition in the process of its formation, 

each planets therefore has developed a 

different solid crust residing at its central 

region.  Cyclones compelled by the volcanoes 

through the different ridges and valleys must 

then be grouped into different powers, which 

then accordingly cause strikingly different 

chromatic contrast between the belts and 

zones.   

Fig. 19a and 19b together may also 

render us a clue how the ring system of ice of 

Saturn has been formed.   While some heavier materials could only have stayed so far away from 

the burning core and danced back and forth about a certain distance from the dense core before 

forming the solid crust, some lighter materials could stay farther away from the same core.   

Eventually, centrifugal force, gravitational force, exploding force, melting temperature all work 

out "right" to have filtered those powdery chunks of ice intact at where they are found today.  

Had they not been in such powdery size, they may have been at lower altitude as steamy droplets 

joining as part of the atmospheric blanket of Saturn.  Or, had its size been big enough, also been 

able to keep enough distance from the core, it may be joining other bigger chunks as part of the 

Saturn's satellite.    However, so formed, the ice ring status could have been acquired only at the 

very early history when the cloud fragment of the entire future Saturn was still in a flatter shape 

and spread far widely than we see Saturn today. 
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Like Venus, Uranus also has retrograde spinning; its axial tilt is 97.9o to the orbit’s. We 

previously mentioned that Jupiter Clash had brought the opportunity for the inner planets to form. 

It was highly possible that, about the time the Jupiter Clash happened, the belt shape cloud 

contributing the major quantity of substance for the outer planets to form was also struck by a 

comparatively minor size of gas cloud.  The minor gas cloud happened to strike at the end part of 

the belt where the future Uranus and Neptune were to appear.    In Fig. 26, the host body H was 

spinning with its disk highly coinciding with its orbital plane.    However, if a visitor like M with 

proper mass passed in a direction penetrating H’s orbital plane at the right speed at a right 

distance from H, M and H would eventually mingle together under their mutual gravitational 

influence.   The new body so formed by H and M together would have a high chance to end up 

with a spinning axis essentially parallel to the orbital plane.   Visitor P or Q could do the same 

job as what M did.  But, of course, what the diagram shows would mean that all these visitor had 

come from different sources.   
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Chapter 7      More on Magnetism of the Planets 
 

A typical characteristic of the Sun’s magnetism is that it is accompanied with a high 

temperatures environment.  Such an environment is also well accompanied with the sustenance 

of the Earth’s magnetic field.  There seems existing other evidence in the solar system 

associating the MMB’s as well as the sunspots with exceedingly high temperature environment.   

Jupiter, the one planet that radiates the most thermal energy among all planets, has the strongest 
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magnetic moment of 1.56x1020 T·m3  (Table 2).  All these let us cast serious doubt on that the 

magnetic behaves of the Sun and the planets have anything to do with iron, which must 

dissociate itself with magnetism above the temperature of 770o C ; the theory of dynamo requires 

the existence of iron or iron alloy to support the magnetic activity found in the Sun and planets, 

and even other celestial bodies. 

 

 As to the inner planets, we would compare among three groups to see how magnetism 

and thermal activity co-relate.  One group is Mercury and Venus, the other group is Earth and the 

Moon, and the last group is Mars itself.   

 

 Mercury came to exist after one of the PTP’s lost its puffy “jacket” of light materials.  

The jacket so lost resulted in a permanent exposure of Mercury's dense core and the 

consequential rapid loss of heat energy.  As if by a coincidence, Mercury had a much weaker 

magnetic moment than that of Earth's, which has a solid crust to have its own dense core well 

wrapped.    

 

 Because of Mercury's penetration, Venus had its lighter materials swept to one side of its 

own future globe for a while.  This created a chance for the Venus's denser thermal core exposed 

on another side of the globe for some time.  This action certainly opened a big window for Venus 

to lose a tremendous amount of thermal energy.  However, this was almost nothing compared to 

the second reason that led to Venus's thermal loss.  When the gas jacket returned to a more 

normal state and had the entire Venus globe evenly robed around, the extremely poor thermal 

conductivity of the jacket prevented a hard outer crust from forming.   For a long time, the crust-

to-be for Venus was actually thin flakes of solidified lava floating over an ocean of yet fluidic 

lava. Gradually, when the flakes gained both in numbers and sizes, numerous volcanoes were 

formed and hot materials relentlessly continued squirting out through them.   In other words, in 

its entire history of evolving, Venus retained the most generous vents for its thermal energy 

profusely escaping.   The result co-related to this excessive loss of thermal energy is the weak 

magnetic field of Venus. Interestingly, Venus is by far the hottest planets in the solar system with 

a surface temperature of 462o, a temperature still favoring iron to carry magnetism, if iron is 

needed to explain the existence of magnetism as what dynamo requires. 

 

 Possibly, the reason that Mercury had been able to keep a little stronger magnetic field 

than Venus was its sudden quick loss of thermal energy right after its thermal core became naked 

and fully exposed to the space. Following the dramatic pace of heat loss was also the less 

dramatic loss of magnetic moment, because some strong MBC produced in its early history was 

rapidly frozen and then better preserved inside its body. 

  

 Compared to Mercury and Venus, Earth had a much more pronounced thermal core.  Not 

only had this core been the combination of two from the original PTP’s, its thermal energy was 

also well preserved by a thick and hard crust of poor conductivity, which also has far less 

volcanoes.   Accompanied with the effectively retained thermal energy is seen the strongest 

magnetic field for Earth among all inner planets.  On the other hand, lacking the thermal core 

materials, the Moon not only has kept the lowest mass density compared to other inner planets 

but it also shows almost zero magnetic moment. 
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  The physical properties of Mars almost fell into the same suit as the Moon: low mass 

density, no radiation of heat energy, and almost no magnetic moment.  This in turn tells us that, 

lacking the core materials like that of Earth, Mars is unable to establish an apparent magnetic 

field.  Although the reddish color of Mars may have been an indication that Mars was an iron-

abundant planet, the element iron obviously has no help for the Mar’s magnetic strength. In other 

words, all planets and the Sun seem coming together telling us that heat, instead of iron, is 

indispensable for celestial objects to carry a magnetic field, at least so as far as the solar system 

is concerned.   

 

 Must iron in liquid state be an indispensable candidate to help establishing the 

geomagnetic field? Neutron stars seem rejecting this concept.  Not only neutron stars showing 

strong magnetism radiate high temperature, but their dead solid structure must decline the 

existence of any fluidic movement like what dynamo requires. It is said that the solar dynamo 

relies on ionized gas and the geodynamo relies on liquid iron for their operation. Given the 

environmental temperature that the supposed gas and liquid are in, we must first feel skeptical 

why the same substances have not been existing in a state of plasma but gas or liquid. Second, 

for a fluid body to form an electrical current carrying a single charge, it must have to dispose of 

the other part that carries opposite charge.  How will this part of opposite charge exist and work 

out to maintain the neutrality of the entire fluid body?  Just to disappear without producing any 

electrical and magnetic effect?  Ultimately, how will the dynamo theory give a consistent 

explanation about the difference between the 23 year rhythm shown by the solar magnetic field 

and the wildly fluctuating "rhythm" of the geomagnetic field?     

 

 

Chapter 8      Conclusion 
 

 The celestial array displayed in the heavens is showcased by hydrogen thermonuclear 

reactions sustained through a chain reaction of many billions of years, starting from one point, 

spreading in an isotropic manner in the unlimited space, generation after generation.  This chain 

reaction of extensively long history then agitated and accumulated all kinds of wild randomness 

of material combination and material movement.   However, wild and uncontrollable as the 

randomness may appear, any material forming part of it must gradually be grouped, filtered, 

governed, and settled by some simple laws of nature, among which Newton’s laws in mechanics 

and gravitation play the main role in conducting their behaviors.  Among all these settlements, 

Hubble’s Law can be said the best overall rhythmic description about the celestial array so 

orchestrated by these laws.  The appearance of the Solar system is only one of the numerous 

auxiliary music notes in the grand composition of such rhythmic description.  In this system, so 

many possibilities of combination brought up by wild randomness agitate by awesome 

magnitude of power have been preserved yet also so systematically arranged, controlled and 

managed. The seeds of all these arrangements can be so naturally sown by randomness, relying 

on no precise opportunistic accidents or incidence.  However, precise opportunistic accidental 

occasion seems the dominating theme in the conventional explanation concerning the formation 

of the solar system.  Simply, for example, how could the great varieties of dynamic behaviors 

found among the Sun and the planets have been self-generated from a cloud of a single state at 

the absolute absence of foreign interference? The other example is the Moon's staring at Earth 

with one face.  The happening for the staring requires an accident that must happen precisely to 
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the point in every aspect in dynamics.  The sad part about the conventional explanation is that 

when it explains one phenomenon with "satisfaction", it easily fails the explanation on the other 

phenomenon that requires the explanation of the same nature.   

 

Glossary, acronym, abbreviation 

 

Fluidic crust (of the Sun)―the outmost material layer of the Sun in our direct view, which is in 

a state of plasma. 

Grand Merger―a remotely ancient abrupt process of intruding into and mingling with each 

other made by two heavenly bodies; at the completion of this process appeared our Earth and its 

annex, the Moon.   

Gravitational platform―a geometrical plane determined by the following three points: (1) the 

mass center of the Sun, (2) the mass center of the entire collection of the outer planets, (3) the 

mid-point of the amplitude fluctuation made by the mass center of the Transition Streak (See 

corresponding term referred below) 

Jupiter Clash― a remotely ancient clash made by two separate cloud bodies in addition to some 

minor ones. At the completion of this clash came out the primordial group of Jupiter siblings and 

the Transition Streak (See corresponding term referred below), which provided the material basis 

for the final appearance of the asteroid belt and all the inner planets.  

Jupiter siblings―all gaseous outer planets 

Jupiter-Sun transition―the entire journey made by the Transition Streak (See corresponding 

term referred below), from the time of its initial appearance to the time it broke and settled as the 

dust “carpet” that finally evolved into the asteroid belt and a few of  Pre-Terrestrial planets (See 

corresponding term referred below) revolving about the Sun.  

Magmat― an abbreviation for magnetic material 

MBC― magmat bearing chunks.   

Migrating magnetic body (in the Sun), abbreviated as MMB―a theoretically derived magnetic 

body that should be of the same material nature as that of the sunspots but with a mass quantity 

that is no less than all the sunspots put together.  It is a body floating on the surface of the Sun’s 

yolk (See corresponding term referred below) and cruising on it in response to the combined 

influence from all the planets.  Its whereabouts determines where the swarm of sunspots to show 

up.   

MMB― migrating magnetic body (in the Sun) 

Pre-terrestrial planets, or PTP― a heavenly body revolving about the Sun in time before the 

appearance of the nowadays inner planets.  In the speculation of this article, there should be five 

of such major bodies, and from them were born the inner planets we see today after some 

astronomical accidents.   

PTP― Pre-terrestrial planets 

Rotate― a word in this article most of the time used to describe the revolution movement of an 

object about an axis that is outside of this object. 

Spin― a word in this article most of the time used to describe the revolution movement of an 

object about an axis that passes through this object itself. 

Terrestrial― used as a noun or adjective in this article to refer to various materials with which 

the crust of Earth is composed of even if such materials are found in other heavenly objects.   
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Transition Streak―the material streak formed after the Jupiter Clash and existing during the 

Jupiter-Sun transition. It is the parental material basis out of which the inner planets and the 

asteroid belt are finally settled with. 

Yolk of the Sun― a theoretically derived material body in fluidic state existing deep inside the 

Sun.  It has extraordinarily high mass density, should be the storage tank of all virgin hydrogen 

as fuel supporting the nuclear burning of the Sun.  Due to self-spinning of the Sun, this yolk 

takes the shape of a spheroid, with its equator and the Sun's equator coinciding in the same plane. 
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